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Editorial

ing him a new home.

Life is good. I haven’t been out much over the
past few months due to the Corona Virus. So
there are slim pickings to be had in this month’s
Torquetube.

Right: The reason
for the new crank.

The ticket says,
‘condemned’ - a rather poor opinion
Thank you to Ken Lonie who has been in his
from the engineer
garage replacing pressure plate springs. The
who thought that the
story is interesting not just because of the reweld on the broken
pair but also the method accessing them.
crank was not good
Thanks also to Chris Reynolds who rescued
Torquetube just two days ago with a story curi- enough. The other
crank had nose
ously titled, ‘do yours fall down or stay up’.
Long term members will appreciate Mike Bram- damage and two
broken cranks does
well’s recollection of Keith Follet.
not make a good
And I have to confess that I have been distractone.
ed from the Riley 9 Mark 3 because I am build-
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DISCLAIMER: The Riley Motor Club Qld Inc. accepts no responsibility for the results of contributor's advice, nor does it
endorse any services/ goods/ products offered by advertisers.
Opinions expressed in this Newsletter are not necessarily
those of the Club, its Officers, or its Editor

June Activities
On June 7th numbers are limited to 10 and relaxed to 20 for June 16th so I request that you
RSVP as soon as possible please. So dust off
the cobwebs from your Rileys (in our case,
chase out a pesky mouse who has been
munching on wiring etc!) and get excited about
reconnecting with our Riley Family.

Clubhouse, Samford. Restoration activities,
friendship and technical advice. BYO lunch and
drinks. Tea and coffee provided.
Thursday 8 PM: Monthly General Meet-

ing at the Club House, Samford Show
Grounds, Highvale

RSVP’s are required social distancing will be
necessary, hand sanitizer will be supplied. If
you are unwell on the day, stay at home –
please do not come!

Tuesday 16th 11am. Venue – Ken Lonie’s
Shed, 32 Allen Street, Moffat Beach. BYO
lunch, tea/coffee supplied. Plenty of parking.
Ken has been busy on his “new project”!
Sunday 7th : Venue: Boondall Wetlands Environment Centre, Address: 31 Paperbark Drive, Though early days yet.
Boondall. Meet at 11am for a BYO picnic
Tuesday Morning 26th and 30th: Riley Tinklunch. There are covered tables & seating, toi- erers at the Clubhouse, Samford. Restoration
lets and parking.
activities, friendship and technical advice. BYO
Tuesday Morning 9th: Riley Tinkerers at the lunch and drinks. Tea and coffee provided.

Update from our President
Another month of lockdown

vate our "Tuesday Tinkerers" gatherings at the
clubhouse as these do not exceed the limit of
10 people. And we are reactivating our regular
Riley runs in June with some management of
the number of participants if required. We anticipate some further lifting of restrictions during
the month, before the second planned run.

Well, we've had another month of lockdown,
but at least we've had some easing and a
promise of more to come. Both my school age
kids are now back at school, much to their
(and, to some extent, my) relief. Queensland
has been dragging the chain compared to other states in opening up other restrictions, but
My own car is waiting patiently in the garage
we are keeping safe while elsewhere there are for the restarting of activities and I look forward
(thankfully few) minor outbreaks.
to meeting up with some of our members in
June.
For our club, we did hold a committee meeting
using zoom which was useful despite technical Chris Reynolds
problems. We have also been able to reacti-

Letters to the editor
Hi Phil,

Thanks for TT, I was taken back a bit when I
saw the photos of the Riley Club’s hill climb. I
have never known about a pre war Riley Club.
What’s more, I think there’s a good chance my
1929 Monaco was Mr Vincents’ sedan. I was
told that it had always been a local car and it
appears to be identical to the one in the photo.
I loved everything about it except the noise at
60 mph. Matthew French has since told me
how that problem could be rectified using an
RMA crown wheel and pinion.
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I sold it to celebrity John Law’s former wife because she was looking for something light and
easy to drive in the 1988 Bicentennial Rally
and I was looking for money as there was a hint
that the Brandt’s RMD might be up for sale before too long. .A few years ago, Graham Mackay hinted that the Monaco was back in Qld after being sold at auction.
I would consider buying it back because surely
the RMD must be running out of stunts to pull.
Cheers
Peter Lee
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Clutching at Straws by Ken Lonie
Over the years, the engine has been out of
Florence, our 1934 Riley Monaco, numerous
times. Each time it is hauled out, I am tempted
to replace the engine hold down bolts with
wingnuts.
It was only 12 months ago that we took her,
with six other Riley Nines to Perth for the re
enactment of the Peter Antill run from Perth to
Sydney via Melbourne in 1929. Florence performed without fault for the entire trip, although
I noticed that the clutch was on the verge of
slipping, particularly when she was warmed up
and at full power.

bearing on the front end of the crankshaft. As
you depress the clutch, you are actually trying
to stretch the crankshaft by the spring pressure. I figured that this would increase the
stress on the crank and increase the risk of developing any cracks in the crankshaft. This is
probably only a minor risk and I am being a bit
paranoid.
Anyway, once installed, the pedal pressure is
substantially increased and there is no more
clutch slippage. All is good.

For this exercise, there were several things I
did differently to previous removals. Rather
So I finally decided to once again pull out the
than remove the entire engine from the car, I
drive train and to replace the clutch springs.
thought I would just remove the gearbox by
Phil Wyllie obtained a new set of springs for
pivoting the rear springs backwards to disenme and upon dismantling, I compared the new gage the coupling from the back of the gearsprings with the old. I had previously put washbox. This sort of worked, although I still had to
ers under each spring to increase spring presundo the engine mounts and slide the engine
sure, but I was amazed at the difference in
spring heights between old and new. The new forward to get enough clearance, and there
was a lot of work on the rear axle with releasones measured 64 mm long, while the old
ing brake linkages etc. I still had to remove raones measured 46 mm, an 18 mm difference
diator etc. Well, we won’t be doing that again!
Below: The springs compared
If I have to remove the gearbox again, I will
leave the back end alone and just try to
slide the engine forward without fully removing it from the car.
The other thing I did differently related to
the reassembly of the clutch. I always have
problems compressing the springs far
enough to get a couple of longer bolts into
the pressure plate, to then screw them in
far enough to get the shorter bolts started.

I had always been a bit concerned about too
much pressure on the springs, as the Riley
nine crankshaft is located axially by a thrust
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This time, I took the pressure plate, springs
and the plate housing the springs, to the
bench top and compressed the assembly
using G clamps. Once fully compressed, I
placed two pieces of wood beneath the
pressure plate withdrawal lugs to hold the
springs compressed while I released the G
clamps ). I was then able to install the assembly on the flywheel, with clutch plate,
and fit the securing bolts before removing
the blocks of wood by knocking them free
with a hammer. That was a real success which
I will do in future.

Riley 9 Clutch assembly
As an aside. When I initially got the gearbox
out, I noticed a lot of oil in the bell housing. I
have always had a bit of an oil leak from the
bottom of the bell housing, but I thought it was
from the rear crankshaft seal. When I checked
the gearbox oil level, it was quite low. On closer inspection, the leak had been coming from

the front gearbox seal. This was removed and
replaced and the gearbox oil replaced with
Penrite Pro-Gear 85W-110, as well as a tube
of Nulon additive for good measure.
All is now good and Florence should provide
many more trouble free motoring miles.

Do yours fall down or stay up?? By Chris Reynolds
I’m talking about windows of course!

occupant of the car. It was especially tricky to
I’ve been told that RM Rileys have a reputation drive the car at high speed along a motorway
while having to periodically attempt to wind up
for the windows dropping down slowly, but in
this respect they are not alone amongst cars of the passenger window!!The only quick solution
the era. Many have the same mechanism de- was to strap the winder to the doorhandle to
prevent it rotating.
tails, so it’s not surprising that they have the
same problems.
I originally thought it must be just friction that
My car had the problem on the passenger win- held the window up, but that is not the case.
dow. Surprisingly the driver window was pretty The mechanism that actually holds the window
good, whereas this is the usual window to give up is contained in the winding unit and is a
spring mechanism. The spring is contained in
trouble due to wear as it gets more frequent
use. It really didn’t bother me too much as, be- the winder unit and when the winder handle is
ing an RMD, I predominantly drive the car with moved the spring just slips round with no impact. If, however, the window attempts to move
the windows and roof down. That is until it
then the spring is forced to expand and jam
comes to winter time, when, in an effort to
keep warm, you need all windows and the roof against the sides of the unit, stopping moveup! It’s OK when you have a passenger to man ment. So why wasn’t my unit working correctly?
the winder periodically as the window falls
down, but not so easy when you are the sole
6

replacement springs available. But they looked
very different as they had sharp bends (or
lugs) each end of the spring. If mine had the
same it would catch in the gaps or indents on
the spigot components, and may actually work!
So I attempted to bend the ends of the spring,
and, to my surprise, was able to bed the end
successfully! The modified spring is shown below:

Above: The spring housing and below: The
winder unit

Next job was to reassemble and see if it
worked. This is much easier said than done.
Getting the spring back into the housing with
the other parts is very close to being an imposThe parts in the original mechanism are shown sible task as the spring attempts to leap out of
below. They consist of the housing, the spigot the housing all the time and you need to get
the other parts in with the spring behind them !!
unit driven by the winder handle, the spring
The picture below shows the job half finished
and the geared spigot unit which drives the
only as the lug on the spring needs to be bemain cogs on the window winder.
hind the rest of the parts and not showing!!
Below: The parts assembled.

So how was that spring supposed to work? A
search on the internet revealed that Rolls
Royce used a similar mechanism and they had
7

Happily after few hours of frustrating effort the
whole thing was finally reassembled and fitted
on the car....and it works!

themselves out over time. This may be supported by the ease that I had in re-bending the
ends of the spring, not something I expected
It’s interesting to speculate what went wrong in when dealing with spring steel.
the first place. Initially I thought that the original Anyway, if you have a window with this affliction you may want to follow my lead in repair
lugs may have broken off the spring but there
BUT be warned that the reassembly will be a
was no evidence of broken parts. I very much
VERY frustrating and difficult process!!
doubt that they would have worn away with
time and conclude that they just straightened

The finishing’s on JYM
One of the differences between JYM, a 1948
RMC and Raymond, a 1949 RMC is that the
rear edge of the cockpit in JYM is straighter
and the edge has tabs at the top of the tub
section for nailing the rear timber to the Riley
body. It is the same on the RMB. The rear of
the cockpit has an almost straight timber with
a chamfered top edge to produce the angle
required for nailing the hood into place. It is 4
inches wide and ¾ inch deep and a single
piece of timber runs from one rear side to the
other side.

Above: The rear hood timber in JYM
Raymond, on the other hand, has a continuous edge and the timber is laid on top of the
body and has a compound curve that follows
the rear edge of the cockpit forwards and
down to the sides. The edge is then continued
with another timber that follows the edge
down a steeper curving decline to the sides of
the cockpit and then another timber finishes
the timber edge almost up to the door openings. The hood is then nailed to the back of
the timber and the trim is finished with a three
piece lead filled half round metal strip that
originally had nails embedded in it as a fixing
to attach it to the outside of the hood edge. In
Raymond’s case the nails had rusted away,
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and the metal strip had been drilled and countersunk holes were made for screws to fix it
into place. Raymond is now at Coastal Upholsterer where the hood, carpets, door cards
and finishes for the hood box at the rear of the
cockpit. It is expected that he will be back in a
few weeks to complete the wiring and fitting of
the dash and the instruments.

Above: Ian Henderson’s RMC and below:
Raymond’s cockpit timber. At this point it
was not yet sealed. From Ian’s RMC you
can see the timber compound curve.

A project that had been put off for a while but
now demands attention is reducing the height
of an RMB grill to fit the front end of the RMC.
A reduced grill did come with JYM but the custodian who attempted the modification tried to
cut and braze the grill. Brazing requires about
800 degrees of heat and that is about the melting point of the brass grill. The picture below
tells the story, so it appears that silver soldering is the solution

Not being experienced with silver soldering
meant that some practice was required. In the
first instance a section was cut out of the vertical sides of an RMB grill at the lowest point
possible so that the end result would be as invisible as possible. Such was my confidence in
achieving a professional result.

remove the electro plating prior to soldering.
Second, increase the heat.
Whilst contemplating the project it was decided
to telephone the engineering Sage who lives in
his De’ Agular garage. My summary of his
words is as follows: SBA (silver brazing alloy)
245 (24% silver), number 2 silver brazing flux.
Apply flux and heat (but do not burn flux) until
it creates a glaze over the surface, fit the pieces together so that the cut off pieces lap the
cut in the grill. Apply heat and the silver solder
will flow between the sandwich making a
strong and durable join. Got it. Just to make
sure, a trip was made to the Caboolture welding shop to purchase another silver solder wire
and the correct flux and the trip included a stop
over at the Sage’s garage where further advice
was imparted. Back at home, the advice was
applied, this time with a bigger gas tip that provided a hotter flame and with some patience
the silver solder flowed between the exposed
brass plates.

Above: The join and below a repair where
the top corner was broken out
Above: You can see that the grill was cut
low, the electro-plating removed and the
sandwich being clamped
A full ‘swap and go’ LPG gas bottle was obtained for the purpose. The smaller of the two
tips was screwed onto the torch. Bakers flux
was applied to one of the sections cut from the
grill and silver solder was applied under the
heat of the torch. It did not stick. Lesson one:
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After a clean up of the surface, it appeared
straight and very importantly the join was filled
with silver solder. In a few days an investigation will be made about lead free solder to cover the area silver soldered to fill in any divets.

When the bottom tank assumed the shape required the support frame was cut, a rounded
shape was made along its base to accommodate the crank handle and an extra ¼ inch of
steel was welded into the support to extend it’s
The other modification required was to the radi- length.
ator. JYM had been in a heavy front-end crash
during an earlier custodianship. The damage
had been partially repaired and the welded repairs covered with filler and paint. The mod
required was to make a cut out in the bottom
radiator tank so that a crank handle could be
passed through into the engine pulley. In the
first instance the four ¼ inch BSF bolts that fix- Above: The bottom of the radiator frame
es the support frame to the radiator core were This was then bolted back onto the radiator
removed. The solder was heated, and the sup- core, soldered, and fitted back into it place on
port frame came away easily. The bottom of
the roadster’s apron. Happily, the crank handle
the radiator core was then gently heated in the passed under the radiator without hindrance,
middle and using a one-inch bar an arch was
but it still did not quite line up with the engine
created n the bottom of the radiator core with
pulley. This was easily rectified by repositionlight pressure from a press and little bit of heat. ing the front of the crank handle guide tube.
This done the crank handle passed through
and engaged with the pulley.
The last thing at this stage is to fit the centre
piece of the bonnet onto the Riley to see if the
radiator fitted under the grill. It did almost but
with some work on the bottom fixing bolts it will
bring the radiator down an extra ¼ of an inch
and the radiator will fit under the bonnet
halves. The next step will be to fit the panels
together to get a straight and square finish.
Above: The bottom radiator tank bumped to
make room for the crank handle.
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VALE

KEITH FOLLETT by Michael Bramwell

It is with much sadness that I report the

progress on current projects and just chat. As
the years rolled by Keith found increasing trafpassing of Keith Follett, former Riley ownfic volumes more and more daunting and restricted his motoring closer to his home in Vicer, club member and friend.
toria Point before realising in recent years that
I first met Keith about twenty years ago when
driving the Riley was no longer wise. He cherhe responded to an advertisement for the sale ished his 2 ½ and it is testament to his care
of my 1949 2 ½ Litre sedan. He had recently
that when he sold it not long ago it looked as
retired and was keen to acquire a classic car
good and drove as well as when he bought it
having had an interest in such things but never having given him much pleasure and pride of
the time to indulge. He had narrowed his
ownership.
choice down to either a MKV Jaguar or 2 ½
Keith was a devoted father to his two daughLitre Riley. I believe that the welcome that he
ters Mareita and Nadia who will no doubt miss
received from Riley Club members was the dehis care and support. Keith will be missed by
ciding factor in his final choice to purchase a
all who called him a friend.
Riley and after several months of deliberations
he bought my car.
Keith attended many club events in the early
years of his ownership and being quite a character always had an amusing tale to recount
usually from his days as a young man. His vivid recollections gave me an insight into a time
before my own. He would often visit me to see
11

For Sale
1931-32 Riley Monaco Plus Ultra ready to take on any rally. The body has been re-wooded,
there is new headlining and carpets. The seats are original.
The Riley is on club plates and is owned by club member, Peter Fleming . It has a four speed
gearbox and the vehicle runs very well.

The price is $19,000 . You can contact Peter on 03 9729 3440 or 0408 389 439

Also for sale: 1924 BSA round tank deluxe motorcycle.
It is a three speed bike with acetylene lights. It is very original and is
rare even in the UK. The bike is in
full working order
The price is $14,000. Contact Peter
Fleming on 03 9729 3440 or 0408
389 439
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